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    Last month, Monica Oberoi (a
Pre-Med Journal editor) and I
represented Honors College stu-
dents at the National Collegiate
Honors Council annual conference
in Washington D.C.  Along with
Dean Madia, Randi Zillmer, and
Jennifer Kosco, we all enjoyed
attending and learning from the
conference lectures, discussions,
and seminars, as well as exploring
the historic, landmark filled city.
    The conference, entitled �Capitol
Ideas� was an opportunity for students, advisors, faculty, and deans from
honors colleges or program from across the country to meet.  It�s a chance
to lend advice, take suggestions, and see what other schools are doing for
their honors students.  After speaking with other students from across the
country, Mona and I really appreciated how much we, as UIC Honors
College students have at our disposal.  Between the diversity of classes
and seminars we have to select from, to the Honors College facilities, to
the personal advising we receive�especially as a part of such a big
university, we were amazed.
    In the �City as Text� session Mona and I attended, we explored the
fascinating city of Washington.  Along with several other students, we
went to the Senate offices and Capitol Hill.  Not only did this give us an
opportunity to see historical landmarks and famous monuments, but we
also really got to know students from other schools.  We also attended
seminars on honors classes, a presentation on Middle East concerns, and
the big Gala at the Smithsonian Museum of American History.
    Not only was this a great opportunity to learn from and about other
schools� honors program, but we also had a chance to experience a city
filled to the brim with history!

Capitol Ideas: NCHC Conference
by Anisha Shetty

    This Wednesday, November 15th
is the big day: Alternative Spring
Break�s (ASB) highly anticipated,
third annual Auction.  This year�s
fund raising event promises to be
bigger and better than ever!   Tak-
ing place in the Cardinal Room of
CCC, the Silent Auction begins at
12:00 p.m. and will continue until
7:30 p.m.  The Live Auction,
featuring special guest auctioneer
Ray Clay (the voice of the Chicago
Bulls!) is scheduled to begin at
6:00 p.m. and will continue until
approximately 8:30 p.m.  Not only
will there be many exciting items to
bid on, but you will also enjoy
food, music, and other surprises.

ASB Auction!

(cont�d. on page 7)

Important Upcoming Dates

Spring Semester Nov. 13 -
Registration (by Dec. 1
appt.)

ASB Auction Nov. 15

Thanksgiving Nov. 23 &
Holiday 24

Final Exams Dec. 4 - 8

Completion Forms Dec. 8
Due

Anisha Shetty & Mona Oberoi at the Sculpture
Garden at the Smithsonian�s National Gallery of Art
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    Falling temperatures.  Golden leaves.  Ridiculously early spectacular sunsets.  Yes,
my friends, we are in the middle of autumn and gearing up for winter.  To many of us, it
is not a particular worry about which season it is. We are more concerned about our next
physics exam or our fruit fly project or our graduate thesis.  When it gets cold, we just
head to the hall closet to pull on that overcoat.  It�s not a big deal; after all, we�ll just
have to leave a little earlier for our commute to ensure that we get to class on time.
    Yet to many others, it is a big deal.  They scrimp and save all year round, yet still they
come up short to provide for their children or themselves.  When winter comes around,
worries of the added expense of winter gear fill their heads.  To some, fulfilling the
basic needs of food and clothing are an essential priority.
    The Honors College will be holding our annual Canned Food and Clothing Drive to
help the needy.  This year we have teamed up with five other major organizations on
campus to produce a true UIC effort to create the best results.  The Honors College,
New Life, Student Alumni League, Asian American Students in Alliance, Filipinos in
Alliance, and Health-Oriented Latinos Association are sponsoring a three-week inten-
sive collection drive to help out at least two shelters and organizations in the
Chicagoland area, including Inspiration Cafe.  Our goal is to collect at least 10,000
canned goods and enough clothing to stuff 200 shopping bags.
    This year�s drive will be held from November 13th until December 1st with drop-off
points at numerous places on the UIC campus.  These places include the Honors
College, the Epicenter Bookstore, Levine Hillel Center, Agape House, the Newman
Center, the Office of International Services in SSB, University Hall, the Alumni
Association, BSB, and by the CCC booths.
    You can help out by dropping off canned food and new or slightly used clothing at
these sites.  Our volunteers will be picking them up and delivering them in person to the
Chicagoland shelters.  For more information, call (312) 413-0419 or email me (Cherie)
at csiu1@uic.edu or any of the other coordinators, Sarah: sbachl1@uic.edu, Caroline:
cpark13@uic.edu, or Natalie: nprazen@yahoo.com.  Thanks so much!

Canned Food and Clothing Drive
by Cherie Siu

    On October 28, students from the Honors College, New Life, and Society of Future
Physicians threw a Halloween fun fair for the residents of the Misericordia Home in
Maywood. We started off the morning by gathering together and dancing to the �Mon-
ster Mash.�   Afterwards, we separated into different stations where we had fun decorat-
ing pumpkins, mummy-wrapping groups of five people together, decorating people�s
faces with colorful objects, making cats with pipe cleaners, playing bowling, etc.
    Going into the Misericordia gym, I knew that we were putting on a fair for people
with mental and physical disabilities. But I was in for a shock when I realized the
severity of just how challenged some of the people were. Some were in wheelchairs,
unable to move all their limbs.  One of the first thoughts that ran through my head was
how much God loves these people.  And seeing some of them smiling and dancing made
me realize how much I take for granted and the need to help other people.
    Throughout the day, some of the volunteers manned the stations while others took a
one-on-one approach with the Misericordia people.  I took a girl named Christina and
wheeled her around to different stations. We decorated her wheelchair with toilet paper
and we both got red flowers painted on our faces. I had fun taking her around and
decorating her trick or treat bag with her, but at times, it was frustrating because she was
unresponsive and I didn�t know whether she wanted to be at a particular station or not.
At times, I wanted to be with a more responsive person, but I just thought of how it
would feel to be abandoned and how selfish it was on my part to want to be with
someone more interactive just so I could enjoy the program more. I stayed with Chris-
tina and we ended up drawing on a piece of paper together.
    Make A Difference Day was a big success.  All the volunteers enjoyed working
together and playing with the Misericordia residents.   The whole day was quite exhaust-
ing, but I learned a lot that day about being patient with people and being selfless when
helping others.

Making a Difference

    Have you studied
German?  Do you love
the language and culture

of German-speaking countries?  Can you
write a mean German essay, but stutter or
draw a blank when it comes to speaking?
And how about all of those confusing
adjective endings, sentence structures and
articles?  (Who was the wise guy that
made CHEESE masculine?)  If you
answered �JA!� to any of these questions,
I�m about to pose another one�have you
considered studying abroad?
    Two years ago, as a UIC freshman, I
took German 211 and 212.  During that
time, I was made aware of the numerous
opportunities to study in a foreign country,
but was scared of applying to a program
for many reasons.  First of all, I didn�t
know whether I should choose a German-
speaking country.  Was my German
advanced enough?  Not only did I con-
sider the language factor, but also the cost
of yearlong programs were higher than
normal yearlong tuition at UIC.  How
would I make the money?  Would I get
financial aid?  How could I spend an
entire year away from the safety of an
English-speaking country, and be thou-
sands of miles away from home?  It�s
comparable to bungee jumping: essen-
tially, you really don�t know what to
expect or if you will �survive.�
    The program I chose was AEIP, which
stands for Austria-Illinois Exchange
Program.  It is a yearlong or semester-long
program in Vienna, Austria that is mainly
organized through the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Students in
the program came mainly from UIUC, but
also from UIC and other colleges across
the USA.  For those who don�t know
(surely some don�t, because I had to clear
up many misconceptions of the country of
Austria for many a friend), Austria is a
small country south of Germany and the
Czech Republic, bordered to the east by
Hungary, to the west by Switzerland, and
to the south by Slovenia and Italy.  The
country itself is shaped like a drumstick.

Attention: German-
Speaking

UIC Students!
by Anne Sromek

(cont�d. on next page)
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    Vienna is the capital and cultural center
of Austria, and is home to arguably the
best opera, theater, and orchestra in the
world!  The main language is German,
although the Austrian accent/dialect is a
bit tricky to understand at first.  Austria is
where �The Sound of Music� supposedly
takes place.  It is also the home of Mozart.
Austria�s eastern territory includes the
famous Tyrol mountain range, which
offers great skiing in the winter and
spring.  Arnold Schwarzenegger was born
and raised in Austria.  Austria is also the
home of the famous Wienerschnitzel.
    From my yearlong experience in
Vienna, my German became close to, if
not, fluent.  I truly believe that no matter
how many German courses I took, I would
never have become as fluent as I became.
Being in Europe and surrounding myself
with German-speaking people and
Austrian culture forced me to indepen-
dently improve my communication skills.
Not only did my German improve while I
was in Austria, but I also became more
independent, more ambitious, more self-
reliant, and more confident about my post-
college career goals.  On a social level, I
met so many wonderful people from so
many different places that I keep in
contact with.  The friendships made while
abroad are amazingly strong!
    For those of you with an interest in the
AEIP program, see the Study Abroad
Office ASAP!  They are located on the 5th

Floor of University Hall.  Also, feel free to
contact me at asrome1@uic.edu for
specific questions.

H.C. LOUNGE

    This is true story of a Lounge Lizard. For those that
don�t know, a Lounge Lizard is a person that can be
found in the Honors College Lounge at almost all hours
of the day. This article chronicles the true story of E.
Poon�no wait, that�s too obvious, Emma P., oh forget it,
I�m talking about myself! And how a hapless freshman
ended up being a Lounge Lizard.  I�m just a normal new
student, new to a school, and trying to find my own little

niche in the grand scheme of things. I�m just like everyone else� except for the fact
that I�m a Lounge Lizard.
    It all started during Freshman Orientation, when I first came to Burnham Hall and sat
in the comfortable rolling chairs trying to figure out my schedule for the year. I looked
around and saw the nice couches and I smelled the aroma of freshly brewing coffee in
the pantry and knew that I must remember to come back here when school started.  And
on August 21st, I did. After my first class of the day ended at 9:00 a.m. (yeah, I�m a
freshman and I have a 8:00 class, go ahead and scoff!), I knew I had a few hours to burn
until my next class at noon.  I remembered the wonderful place where there was free
coffee.
    I walked into the Lounge and saw that there were people; lots of people that I didn�t
know. But then, I really didn�t expect to know anyone. I put my bag down, got myself
some coffee, and lay down on a couch to take a nap, content with the free caffeine and a
comfortable place to sleep.
    This sequence of events repeated itself for about a week until one day I found myself
in a strange conversation about fishes in space. I didn�t know it then, but such conversa-
tions are the norm within the walls of the Honors College Lounge.
    Weeks passed, then months and I find myself where I am now: sitting in the Lounge
writing this article, just waiting for the next person to walk in and join in on the hilarity
that consistently ensues. In fact, I find myself in the Lounge more than I�m in class.  Not
that I cut class, I just simply have huge gaps in my schedule and I have a lot of free time
this semester.
    I look to my left and I see people doing homework. I look to my right and I see people
playing cards. And I look in front of me and I see people playing chess. I look behind
me and I see someone doing the New York Times crossword puzzle. I listen to the noise
and I pick up conversations about how Dick Cheney is the devil and how such-and-such
subject is evil. Then I take a deep breath through my nose and realize why I�m REALLY
here: COFFEE!!!!! As I run out the door chanting, �Coffee, coffee, coffee, coffee,
coffee�� people look at me as if I�m crazy. Yup� I�m definitely a Lounge Lizard!

  by Emma Poon
Confessions of a Lounge LizardSpeaking German...

(cont�d. from page 2)

    The Honors College Advisory Board is a group of elected students who represent the concerns and interests of all Honors College
students.  The students on HCAB each have specific responsibilities, and are split into committees to work on various projects and
activities.
    Following is a report from several HCAB members about their various committee duties.
    Tutoring Committee (Jeff Meier)
The Tutoring committee organizes the Honors College tutoring program and its nearly 30 volunteer tutors.   This includes soliciting
applicants, and coordinates each semester�s tutoring schedule.  Tutoring is available to all UIC students in a variety of subjects; the
schedule is available on-line on the Honors College web page, and in the lobby of Burnham Hall.  Conveniently located in the lower
level of Burnham Hall (Room B21), tutoring assistance is offered Monday through Friday, from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
    Student Rights Committee (Julie Sadhu)
The Student Rights committee was originally designed to represent the Honors College students in academic issues.  Some recent
concerns have been to issue course evaluation forms for the mandatory freshmen core courses.    We have also placed suggestion
boxes in the Honors College lounge, and in the lounges of the honors floors of the residence halls.

Just What DOES HCAB Do?

(cont�d. on page 7)
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It�s a Matter of Opinion...

    �As violence and discontent reverberate throughout the Middle
East today...�  This is the catchphrase we hear that prefaces
nearly all the newscasts on the current Palestinian-Israeli crisis.
Ensuing in the amorphous generalized news reports will inevita-
bly be accounts of benign, civilized Israeli security forces
clashing with equally alienated, angry Palestinian rioters, and
vague citings of the number killed/injured in what the newscaster
will gravely refer to as the �rapidly disintegrating peace process�.
Conspicuously absent from these typical media constructions of
the situation, which implicitly establish Palestinian civilians as
irrational, pseudo-terrorists and fully armed Israeli soldiers (who
indiscriminately shoot down protestors) as peacekeepers, are
several  issues: why are the Palestinians rioting in the first place?
Why would they abandon a peace process that seemed like their
only hope? Who exactly was killed or injured? And what
triggered this bout of seemingly endemic violence in the region
anyway?
    The truth is appalling, and the American media�s refusal to
acknowledge the truth is even more so. What is not emphasized
on your television set is how Palestinians have been living under
more than three decades of brutal occupation by an Israeli
government, and how they have been forced to unquestioningly
give up their homes since Israel�s illegal 1967 confiscation of
their land. The Palestinian diaspora is the largest population of
approximately 800,000 refugees in the world today; and Israel,
the purported �bastion of democracy and liberty� in the Middle
East, refuses to allow them entry permits to return to their homes,
families, and businesses.
    What is not addressed on the newscasts we see is the tragic
suffering written on the faces of the young Palestinian protesters,
who are taking to the streets to demand rights to self-determina-
tion, and the right to an existence free from psychological,
economic, and physical persecution. Some of the horrific living
conditions and violation of human rights that Palestinians
experience on a daily basis are outrageous:  they are not provided
with the basic amenities of clean air and water by the Israeli
government, which ensures that its own Israeli settlers (surround-
ing Palestinian towns) have water to wash their cars. Palestinians
are prohibited from teaching in schools, or acquiring an educa-
tion, without Israeli governmental approval. They do not have the
right to walk to a neighboring town to visit family or to go to
work without showing travel and identification permits, which is
eerily reminiscent of the treatment the Jews themselves received
at the hands of Nazis! Accounts of economic strangulation at the
hands of the stringently controlling Israeli government, and more
chilling accounts of the routine kidnapping, torture, jailing, and
harassment of Palestinian men and boys by Israeli military only
magnify the persecution these oppressed peoples are subject to.

The following opinion piece is a new regular feature of the Ampersand.  We hope you will contribute your views
for future editions of the Ampersand. To submit your article for consideration, please contact

 Alicia Garcia: agarci20@uic.edu or Jennifer Kosco: jkosco@uic.edu
�It�s a Matter of Opinion...� does not reflect the opinions or views of the Honors College

staff or administration, but rather of the students who submit their viewpoints.

Submitted by Rasha Ali
    As a Palestinian journalist recounts of his life in occupied
Bethlehem:  �I used to drive from Bethlehem every morning to
work in Ramallah. I would stop and get coffee, and Israeli
soldiers would hold me up for half an hour at the coffee shop for
an identity check. Every day they were the same soldiers, and
every day I was the same person.  What I and millions of Pales-
tinians want is a life free from that kind of humiliation. We want
to be able to go to downtown Ramallah for dinner and walk back
home without harassment. We want never again to dodge rubber
(or real) bullets, or put an onion under our noses to ward off tear
gas. We want to teach our children how to enjoy life, not how to
stay alive.�
    The maxim that history repeats itself comes shockingly true in
the Israeli-Palestinian context, as Israel ironically wages nothing
short of a Holocaust against the Palestinian people in an effort to
establish the hegemony of its own state. But why don�t we hear
about any of this on television? The sad reality is that the partisan
policies of the United States skew accounts of the situation. The
U.S government, which sends out a few billion dollars of aid per
year in economic and military assistance to Israel, shamefully
looks the other way when taxpayers� dollars are used to destroy
human rights by its ally. With this flagrant disrespect for Palestin-
ian lives, I wonder: don�t we promote the pursuit of life, liberty
and happiness as applicable for all?  Or is it something we don�t
extend to Palestinians, who happen to be Arabs, who happen to
be predominantly Muslim?
    Another sinister media construction that needs to be addressed
is the vicious, prejudiced presentation of all Muslims as martial
militants agitating for violence, the socially and culturally
alienated �other�. In the year 2000, in the shadow of the demise
of the traditional �commie bad guy,� Muslims have unfairly been
relegated to the scapegoat status of �favorite U.S. media bad
guy�. In a country where we pride ourselves on tolerance and
integration, justice and fairness, how do we account for the
defaming of an entire religion? No religion condones violence,
nor does Islam, which literally translates into �peace�. Yet the
aggressively marketed negative image of Muslims and Arabs, and
thus subsequent image of Palestinians, has colored American
perception that Palestinians must indeed be responsible for all the
conflict. A key point that is often overlooked is that all Palestin-
ians are not Muslim: there are Christian Palestinians as well, who
share the same tragic fate as their Muslim brethren.
    This latest round of crisis however is a direct consequence of
Israeli right wing Likud leader Ariel Sharon�s provocative visit to
the Haram Sharif, the Palestinian Muslims� sacred holy mosque.
Sharon, a convicted war criminal, was removed from office by
the United Nations after he conducted a massacre of unarmed
Palestinian women and children at Sabra and Shatila in the early
eighties.

(cont�d. on page 7)
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    When I next look around, I see a sign saying �Corona Extra
Mile Marker 8.�  That is runner�s block in a nutshell�six miles
feel like six yards.  Again I am offered Gatorade�this time I
slow to a walk and take some.  Off again I go.  Seven miles later,
a chorus of performing UIC cheerleaders brings me to.  The pace
I had developed suddenly disappears and my feet begin to hurt.
And I�m hungry.  And I have over 11 miles left to run.
    I strike up a conversation with a runner from Houston, trying
to pass the time.  Runners share a certain kinship�we can all
sympathize with each other�s pain.  That connection breaks the
ice and allows for impromptu discourses like this.  We talk for a
little over one mile, at which point I notice a runner who appears
ill.  Nausea is another discomfort that I, as a runner, can relate to,
and so I stop to help.
    On my way shortly thereafter, I jog through Chinatown when I
notice a sign marking 30 kilometers.  By now, I am not only sore
and hungry but also hot.  The next five miles mark the most
difficult stretch of the race for me:  a straight shot south along-
side the Dan Ryan, fully exposed to the sun.  The crowd, an
unappreciated aid thus far in the race, thins out here.  I suddenly
realize that I miss those unknown faces shouting blurbs of
encouragement.
    I continue past Comiskey Park, all the while noticing that
across the Dan Ryan, runners heading north are over a mile ahead
of me and therefore are that much closer to being finished.  My
feet are incredibly sore now.  My common sense is trying to
convince me to walk a bit.  I suddenly remember something I had
earlier read on a shirt worn by another runner:  �What the hell
was I thinking?!�  Now, I�ve read Shakespeare, and I enjoy
Robert Frost, but at that moment, neither of those masters had
posed a question that came close to offering me the insight of that
query.
    What was I thinking?  I was thinking that it was going to feel
damn good to cross that finish line.  My math skills still intact, I
realize that I have only three miles left until I experienced that
euphoria.  And so I step out.  I lengthen my stride and pick up the
pace.  I start passing other runners.  My feet stop hurting and I
am no longer hungry.  Whatever painkiller I had mentally taken is
working wonderfully.
    I turn a bend and see that I am about to run into a tunnel under
McCormick Place.  Although I can�t see the other end of the
tunnel when I enter it, I am through the underpass before I
realize.  I run around a parking lot, passing Mile Marker 25.  I
keep running, still at the accelerated pace.  Ahead of me, I see
runners balking at a final hill that is steeper and longer than any
other faced by us during the race.  I feel confident, though,
because I had trained on hills.
    When I reach the bottom of the hill, I dig down and breeze up
the incline.  With less than a mile to run yet still on the hill, I pass
a runner who has passed out.  Another runner has fallen but
cannot find the strength to stand up.  Both individuals are already
being assisted, so I do not alter my course.  I approach the peak
of the hill and watch as the Mile Marker 26 sign emerges.

Long Distance Charge
by Jeff Meier

    Never before in my life had I
considered �26� to be a favorite
number of mine.  But on Sunday,
October 22, 2000, as I crested one of
Chicago�s only hills, a red �26�

painted on a white, cardboard sign was perhaps one of the most
welcoming and satisfying sights of my life.  I�m getting ahead of
myself, though, so here are the basics.
    Back in May, while skimming through the newspaper, I came
across an article discussing training for the 26.2-mile Chicago
Marathon.  Having temporarily lost my sanity, I jumped at the
opportunity to tear apart my knees for five months and decided to
start running.
    The sample-training schedule displayed adjacent to the article
planned for an 18-week training period and had as a caption,
�Marathon Training Schedule for Novices.�  That caption was
obviously a sadistic attempt at humor by the article�s writer as the
initial running distance was three miles.  I could hardly last a
mile without gasping for air and grimacing through muscle
cramps, so a slight modification was in need.  By adding an
additional two weeks to the suggested schedule, I was able to
start running two-mile jaunts.
    My next step was to head to the store and purchase some
running shorts.  I eyed the typical Speedo-tight and mini-skirt-
short running shorts for nearly a second before settling on a
slightly longer (and less revealing) version.  Then, on the first
scheduled day, I drove out to a hilly forest preserve and, sporting
my newly acquired attire, set out on what was to be the first two
miles of a 434-cumulative mile regimen.
    A pair of running shoes and countless bottles of Gatorade later,
my knees ached, but I could run 20 miles without losing my
breath.  But what about a full marathon?  The schedule never had
me run longer than 20 miles, and I�d heard that the last 6.2 miles
were the hardest.  �That�s when you hit �the wall,�� runners said.
What wall?  I�d never encountered this obstacle before�how
would I handle it on race day?  Nevertheless, I signed up for the
race and kept chugging along in my training.
    Suddenly, a day that at one time seemed so far away is upon
me.  I awake on marathon-morning, mourning what I am about to
endure.  I stumble into my now-worn running shorts, throw on a
t-shirt and socks, and head to the kitchen for my breakfast-of-
champions:  a bowl of spiral pasta.  I think about the day over
that bowl�I am going to run, finish, and then collapse.
    The darkness surrounding my drive into the city allows me to
focus on the nothingness�I have achieved runner�s block while
cruising down the Eisenhower.  Shortly thereafter, though,
standing amongst over 36,000 runners, I snap to reality.  I am
about to run.
    The horn sounds to start the race.  Ten minutes later, I cross
the start line with about 100 other people.  I make a mental note
that the first place runner is likely already working on his third
mile.  And so I trot along in the pack, unable to set my pace for
the first two miles.  Then, although having started just minutes
ago, I am already upon an aid station.  Volunteers are thrusting
Gatorade and water upon me, but I want nothing to do with
that�I hadn�t started really running yet.

(cont�d. on next page)
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    Suddenly, as if opening my eyes, I see the finish line.  Stands full of people line the route.  A huge archway of
balloons marks the end of my run.  As if possessed, I begin sprinting.  I had read stories about marathoners who
sprint at the end of the race.  I always assumed that in order to run that fast after a draining ordeal like a mara-
thon, one must be running from the police.  Yet here I am, suddenly fueled by some alternate power source,
sprinting past the other runners, undoubtedly baffling many of the spectators.  I am breathing normally and still
do not feel the pain in my feet; however, I can also feel neither my body nor my head.  I literally feel as if I am
floating into the finish.  As I cross the red mat marking the finish line, I slow to a walk and look around at the
applauding spectators.  I think about what I�ve just accomplished and smile to myself�I have gone the distance.

    Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21):  A change you were expecting will cause
several unexpected opportunities to come your way.  Go ahead and indulge
yourself a little, but keep an eye out and be mindful of your responsibility
because a far-off goal is nearer than you think.
    Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):  Something very near to your heart is
physically far away right now, but fear not; it will return to you in time.
You must have unusual patience.  Now is a good time to make a resolution.

If made soon and with a clear conscience, you will keep this promise to yourself.  Do it quickly, however.  Your
greatest chance for success is now.
    Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan 19):  Now is the time to remember that a smile is often greeted in kind.  Don�t
allow pessimism to take over your actions or attitude.  Avoid jealously.  The people that you are most envious of
right now are also the best equipped to help you.  Don�t refuse help on the basis of embarrassment.  Be gracious
and you will do well in the near future.
    Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):  Settle down and stop worrying about things you can�t change. You have flowed
in too many directions, now is the time to regroup.  There are many people telling you what is important right
now; some are right and some are wrong.  Sit down and try to understand your priorities better.
    Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20):  You feel like two people at once.  One persona seems totally separated from the
other, but don�t despair.  Sit down and try to understand yourself.  Introspection will allow you to see more
clearly what you really want.  Don�t allow foolish distractions to get in your way.
    Aries (Mar. 21 - May 20):  Now is a strong time for you.  Take advantage of it by completing unfinished tasks
and gaining momentum for future projects.  If you miss this opportunity now, you may lose ground.
    Gemini (May 21 - June 21):  Good news!  What you really want is within your reach.  Keep attentions fo-
cused and you�ll succeed in your endeavors. One pitfall to look out for, however: Do not start planning for the
next step before you complete this hurdle.  Becoming too absorbed in your good fortune may cause it to slip
away.
    Cancer (June 22 - July 22):  Do not punish others for your own mistakes. Although you may feel anxious,
that is no reason to speak hastily.  A cusp is coming, and it appears highly serendipitous.  Prepare now for your
best chance at this new and unexpected opportunity.  Do not burn bridges.
    Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22):  You see many paths in front of you, and because of this, you�re waffling.  Don�t
allow indecision to be a decision in itself.  You must be unafraid to take a first step before you can complete a
journey.  Do this now.  You will regret unmade decisions more than any made decision.
    Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22):  Autumn is a time for change; allow the season to be an analogy to your present.
Cast off things unnecessary and don�t look back, welcome new ideas, and allow yourself to be optimistic.
    Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct.23):  You can allow things now to come to balance with confidence but not cockiness.
Optimism is your best friend in this. But just because things will come to equilibrium naturally does not mean
that passivity is the solution to all your problems.  As long as you maintain a high level of consistency and
dedication, you can be rightfully calm and assured of success.

Your Future, Fate, and Fortune
by Chris Ebey (Astrologer & Palm Reader)

Long Distance (cont�d. from page 5)
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His visit to the sacred site was meant to be a decidedly offensive political demonstration,
as supported by his spokesperson Okounis:�We are visiting the Temple Mount to show
that under a Likud government it will remain under Israeli authority�. The day before
Sharon set forth towards the mosque with an armed convoy, Palestinian officials urged
him to refrain, warning of the disastrous consequences. As reports (from October 13th)
indicate, even many Israelis in the liberal camps were shocked; they thought Sharon�s
visit was needlessly provocative. Nevertheless, on September 28th, convicted Israeli war
criminal Ariel Sharon strode into the mosque and declared his authority over the sacred
religious sanctuary.
    The predictable outcome is what we have been seeing ever since, as Palestinian youth,
justifiably incensed by this further infringement on their spiritual identity, took to
protesting.  As CNN�s correspondent Christiane Amanpour acknowledges, most of the
Palestinian demonstrators �[are not radicals]. A lot of them are young, disillusioned
people. Just boys.� The brutal response of the strategically positioned Israeli military to
these boy-protestors was hardly justified though, as soldiers blasted a lethal spray of
rubber-coated bullets at unarmed civilians, triggering the recent round of trauma. Wait.
Let me amend that. Our media would have us believe that the civilians were a danger-
ously armed faction, Palestinian stone throwers equipped with the latest technology in�
gravel. These deadly stone throwers, as media reports construe them, came into deadly
conflict with benevolent Israeli �security forces�, who kindly only peppered rubber
bullets at them for voicing their opinion. Rubber bullets? A conveniently benign
euphemism for virtually the real thing, as CNN correspondent Ben Wedeman admits:
�(when you�re hit with a rubber-coated steel bullet,) it depends on how close you are. If
you�re very close, it might as well be a regular bullet. If you�re far�it�s very painful��.
    The disparity of the so-called opposing forces is ridiculous, as anyone with eyes can
see. How can media reports have us believe that unarmed civilians, the long-suffering
victims of unsubstantiated persecution, are on par with a fully equipped army? The
concept of a �war� between the two sides is so clearly a farce, when there is such a
clear-cut case of an oppressor and an oppressed, an occupying power and a people
under occupation.  Willful disregard of these facts by the American media is a deliberate
attempt to ignore the truth of the situation.
    In a poignant twist of history, is has become the Palestinian freedom-fighting youth
who are the modern day Davids, engaged with the Goliathian Israeli forces in attempts
to secure freedom. Oddly enough though, television and news accounts pointedly avoid
using �terrorism� in conjunction with Israeli actions against Palestinians. Despite the
fact that Israeli rockets, bullets, and artillery have killed over a hundred Palestinians,
many of them children, and injured over three thousand more; despite the fact that the
United Nations hold Israel in defiance of 69 United Nations Security Council resolu-
tions, and has recently condemned is for its excessive use of force, the media is hesitant
to attribute war crimes and terrorism to the �only democracy in the Middle East�.  This
appellation is reserved exclusively for Arabs and Palestinians, apparently. Perhaps the
media is reluctant to acknowledge the truth, because to challenge U.S support of Israeli
terrorism is to invite charges of anti-Semitism. By claiming anti-Jewish bigotry, and thus
diverting attention from Israel�s inhumane practices, pro-Israeli advocates undercut the
real tragedy of human rights abuse. The issue at hand is not about attacking Jews, but
simply about addressing reality. As Jewish American columnist Normal Solomon says,
�Perhaps the difficulties of defending the Israeli occupation on its merits have encour-
aged the substitution of the anti-Semitic epithet for reasoned debate.�
    Meanwhile, as the media continues to spin vague reports on the escalating death tolls,
the predominantly Palestinian bodies beneath the statistical shrouds remain unacknowl-
edged. As the American government mourns the needless death of three Israeli soldiers,
it fails to adequately address the death of a 6 month old Palestinian baby, the murder of
a 2 year old Palestinian by snipers, and the death of countless other Palestinian children
killed in the past few weeks. In the face of this incredibly partisan attitude, our
government�s calls for a return to the peace process ring hollow. A peace for whom, and
to accomplish what, if not founded on justice and preservation of rights for all? It�s time
to open our eyes to what is really going on in the Holy Land, before our silence and
ignorance make us unwilling accomplices in the latest chronicle of human de-evolution.

Opinion (cont�d. from page 4)

    Luncheon Committee (Derrick Tung)
The purpose of the Luncheon committee is
to plan and organize the Honors College
Student/Faculty luncheon each semester.
These luncheons offer a pleasant, informal
environment where professors and
students alike can take time to get to know
each other while enjoying a complimen-
tary from the Honors College.
    Ball Committee (Vidhya Viswanathan)
Each year, HCAB holds a formal dress
ball in the spring.  The planning for this
evening of dining and dancing begins
early in the school year.  This year�s
charity ball will take place on Saturday,
March 3rd, and all proceeds will be
donated to St. Jude�s Children�s Hospital.
St. Jude�s specializes in providing medical
and often financial help to children
afflicted with cancer, and their families.
If you would like to help plan this exciting
event, please get in touch with me:
vviswa1@uic.edu   I look forward to
hearing from you!

    Here are just a few of the items up for
bid:
·The voice of Ray Clay recorded on your
personal answering machine
·Smashing Pumpkins tickets
·Bulls & Blackhawks tickets
·Overnight accommodations at several
downtown hotels (Claridge, Hilton, Hyatt
& others)
·Private plane ride & lunch for two
·Rounds of golf
·Restaurant gift certificates
·Farm weekend getaway (donated by
Professor Virginia Wexman)
·Memberships/passes to local museums,
including the Field Museum, Chicago
Historical Society, Chicago Architectural
Foundation, Peace Museum, and MORE!
·Gift certificates/parties at local clubs,
including Buddy Guy�s Legends,
Excalibur, Dragon Room, Biology Bar,
and many others
    AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
    A complete listing of both silent and
live auction items up for bid is available
on ASB�s web site: http://www2.uic.edu/
stud_orgs/service/asb/
   Some come on out, have some fun, take
home some fun things, and support a good
cause�all at the same time!

ASB Auction
(cont�d. from page 1)

(cont�d. from page 3)
HCAB
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    Do you have a question that needs to be answered?  Are you unsure of something?  Then ask our very own
Advice Person!  Put your question in the HCAB mailbox located in the student lounge of Burnham Hall.  We�ll
be sure to answer your questions.

Ask the Advice Person!

Dear Advice Person,
Throughout my life, I�ve heard that college is the best time of
one�s life.  But yet, I find this to be untrue.  Aren�t we all sup-
posed to party hard and boogie down all through the night?  Why
am I working harder than I did in high school?  Where are the
drunken toga-wearing seniors?  Isn�t there supposed to be many
student hijinks that cause hilarity to ensue?  Did television LIE to
me?!?  I mean, the kids from �Beverly Hills 90210� had fun in
college, as did those �Saved By the Bell� people.  Am I an
isolated case?  Where�s the fun?!?  Please tell me what I�m doing
wrong!

Dazed and Confused Freshman,
Buffalo Creek, Montana

Dear Dazed and Confused,

    One of the first things you learn as you get into the real world
is that not everything is all it�s hyped up to be.  College is one of
those prime examples.  With movies like �Animal House,� we
don�t get a realistic view of what being in college entails.  But
past all that hard work and grueling hours of staying up late to
study, there are still parties to be found.  Want to know where
those drunken toga wearing college students are?  The best I can
offer is to look towards the Theater kids�they throw parties like
no one else can!
    You are far from an isolated case.  A lot of people out there
just aren�t happy with college because it�s not what they ex-
pected: parties left and right.  This kind of fun is out there�and
if you really want it, you can find it.  Parties come down to the
crowd you hang out with.  If your friends tend to get together and
cook elaborate cheesecake recipes or watch movies for fun, then
you�ll be getting fatter and becoming a movie aficionado.  If your
friends tend to go clubbing and pick up guys/girls, you�ll be
dancing mack on a mad rush.
   As cheesy as it sounds, my fun just comes from hanging out
with my friends.  Sometimes it�s at a club, sometimes it�s at a
restaurant, sometimes it�s under a tree, but no matter where it is, I
love that moment you click with someone and you�re both happy
to spend some time with each other.  There�s something fulfilling
about getting to know someone better and knowing they take a
genuine interest in you.  Try going to the Cheesecake Factory
with a friend and talking about something or someone you love.
Try going to Krispy Kreme at 4 in the morning and talking about
life.  As fun as those parties are, the best things in life are already
in front of you.  Stop searching and start living!  It makes a world
of a difference!

Dear Advice Person,
I have a friend who I am really worried about.  My friend starts to
get really edgy at random moments during conversations and
while I feel like something�s wrong, my friend just won�t seem to
open up.  My friend is usually extremely outgoing and fun to
hang out with.  Now all of a sudden, my friend just seems to lose
their patience and cool very easily.  What do I do or say?

Worried About A Friend

Dear Worried,

    The fact that a person gets edgy during a conversation prob-
ably isn�t so random.  Have you hit on a subject that causes them
to tense up?  Something they just don�t feel like talking about?
Try thinking about when they get edgy and maybe you�ll see a
trend.  Now then, there are a few possibilities of what�s going on
with this person.
    A.  They have a crush on you!  Junior high, ain�t it?  But admit
it.  When you talk to someone you�re interested in, you start
tensing up a bit and get a little tongue-tied.  You�re just afraid
you�ll say something to make you look like a fool and so you
become real careful.  We all get lost in our feelings sometimes or
another, even you Casanovas out there who think you�re so
smooth.
    B.  Another problem in their life.  Maybe it�s family, school,
work, or maybe it�s their significant other.  Whatever it is, the
best you can do is to let them know that you�ll be there for them
if they need you.  Let them know that they seem kind of tense and
ask if there�s anything wrong.  This gives them the chance to
initiate conversation if they feel comfortable enough to do so.  If
not, then you know that you�re stepping over your boundaries.
    C.  As sad as it seems, maybe they just downright don�t like
you.  The fact that they�ve been losing their patience and cool
recently could be due to the fact that you did something to invoke
this upon yourself.  And if you don�t know what you did, you
really can�t make up for it at all.  Talk to them and ask if you did
something wrong to upset them.  See if you can resolve things.
    It all comes down to this: communication is key!  Talk to the
person in a private setting and give them the option to open the
topic up.  If they don�t feel like talking, there�s nothing more you
can do then just offer to be there if they ever need you.  Good
luck!


